Corrine Howe
Semi Permanent Makeup
& Non Laser Tattoo Removal

NON LASER TATTOO
REMOVAL
Non Laser Tattoo Removal for Body Tattoos
& Semi Permanent Eyebrows.
Using the same method/techniques as the
original tattoo, this treatment is designed to
draw the pigment out of the skin. Effective on
all tattoo colours. A small/medium sized body
tattoo can be removed on average in around
4 - 6 treatments, while semi permanent
eyebrows can usually be removed in a single
treatment. Treatments are spaced
at 8 - 12 week intervals.
is treatment is not available for persons
under the age of 18.

PRICE LIST
EYEBROW REMOVAL £150
TATTOO REMOVAL
Prices based on area being treated as
follows:
Up to approx 1 x 1 " £80 per treatment
Up to approx 2 x 2 " £150 per treatment
Up to approx 3 x 3 " £220 per treatment
Max area of 3 x 3 " treated per session.

Corrine Howe
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Stow on the Wold
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Semi Permanent makeup can be for
everyone, from 18 to 80 !
Do you have overplucked or thinning eyebrows?
Do you have lips that have lost their lip line,
colour, shape & fullness?
Does your eyeliner always smudge?
Do you have dif culty applying makeup?
EYEBROWS
Using a specialist micropigmentation machine,
'Hairstroke' and 'Combination Brows' can be
created to ll in gaps, make eyebrows fuller and
de ne the shape, or to correct or cover previous
work. 'Powdered' or 'Ombre' Brows can be soft
and subtle or offer dramatic de nition with a
'Power Brow' effect, which can be ideal for those
who regularly wear makeup.
EYELINER
With the choice of either top or bottom lash lines
or both, you can opt for a subtle lash enhancer or
a thicker more conventional eyeliner. Eyeliner
creates dramatically de ned eyes or subtle
de nition which can make your eyes 'pop'. A
winged eyeliner can also be created.
LIPS
Beautifully de ned and tinted lips 24 hrs a day!
Creating the illusion of volume and ensuring that
the colour stays put. Ideal for those who may have
uneven, pale or thin lips with loss of lip line or
those who may have lost shape and fullness with
age. A variety of beautiful lip colours to choose
from.

PRICE LIST
EYEBROWS
*Hair Stroke £350
*Powdered £350
*Ombre £350
*Combination
(Hair Stroke & Powdered) £375
TOP UP Within 12 Months £175
EYELINER
*Top £250
*Top Winged £275
*Bottom £195
*Top and Bottom on the same day £400
TOP UP Within 12 months
Top £125
Bottom £110
Top and Bottom on the same day £225
LIPS
*Lip Blush / Colour £375
TOP UP Within 12 Months £195

* Prices include a re-touch appointment which must
be taken no later than 6 weeks after your initial
appointment.
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